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MATHEMATICS 
THEORY OF VECTOR-VALUED DIFFERENTIAL FORMS 
pART II (CONTINUED). 
ALMOST-COMPLEX STRUCTURES 
BY 
ALFRED FROLICHER AND ALBERT NIJENHUIS *) 
(Communicated by Prof. H. D. KLOOSTERMAN at the meeting of April 26, 1958) 
§ 9. Decomposition of the brackets. The computation of the commu-
tators of the derivations of types d~, d~ requires the decomposition of 
[P, L] and [L, M] into parts of the various types. The main tools in those 
computations are the identities derived in § 5. Let w E <J>,M, L E P;,., 
and take M =P in (5.10). Then we find 
(9.1) [L,w]P-(p+r)[L,w] = (-1)1w[P,L]. 
Since [L, w]=dLw, (8.13) provides a decomposition of [P, L]. The left-
hand side becomes, taking into account the types given by (8.13): 
(9.2) (-1)1+12iLT'w+(-1)1iLT"w-(-1)1i£.1"Lw+iT"LW = (-1)li[P,L]W• 
This gives 5): 
Proposition (9.1). When L E P; .• , the bracket [P, L] has the 
decomposition: 
(9.3) l IT [P,L] = -!WL, r.s+l IT [P, L] = LT", 
r+2.s-1 
IT [P,L] = -2LT' 
r-l,s+2 
II" [P,L] = ( -1)1T"L, 
r+l.s 
the other parts being zero. 
The decomposition of [L, M] is based on (5.22) with N =P. Let L, M 
be of types (r, s)' and (t, u)', then we have 
(9.4) [L,M]P-(r+t)[L,M] = (-1)1m+m+ 1L[P,M]+(-1)1M[P,L]. 
This equation determines all parts of [L, M] except IT' [L, M] and 
r+t.s+u 
IT" [L, M]. The latter is easily found by a separate computation, 
r+t.s+u 
but the first one cannot be expressed in terms of "simpler" quantities, 
and is denoted by {L, M}'. - Using (9.3), and of course (7.6), the decom-
position ofil'[L,M] is easily found. The part IT" [L,M] is obtained by 
r+t.s+u 
*) Supported in part by an Office of Naval Research contract at the University 
of Washington. 
5 ) This lemma, and some of the others on decompositions of t>rackets, already 
appeared under more limiting conditions, in the authors' [15]. 
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taking for L,M,Nin (5.22) P,M,Lrespectively,and applying Q on the left: 
(9.5) Q[L,M]+(-I)I-1 Q[P,ML]-Q[P,M]L = QP[L,M]+QM[L,P]. 
The last two terms vanish; the others can be worked out using (9.3). 
This proves: 
Lemma (9.2). H L E lJ';,,; ME lJ';,,., then [L, M] has the decom-
position 
(9.6) 
IT' [L,M] = {L,M}', II' [L,M] = (-l)lm+m+l£.@"M+ 
~+t ~+t-l +(-l)IM.@uL 
s+u s+u+l 
IT' [L,M] = (-l)lm+m+l£.MT'+(-l)1M·LT' 
f'+l-2 
s+u+2 
II' [L,M] = (-l)lm+m+lL.MTu+(-l)1M·LT 6 + 
~!!~~ +( -l)lm+l £.pn M +M ,pn£, 
IT" [L,M] = ( -l)m+l(T ... ·ML-T ... M·L) =der-Tn(L,M). 
f'+l 
s+u 
The last expression T"(L, M) agrees with (8.5) in case l=m=O; and it 
satisfies T"(M, L)=( -1)1m+1T"(L, M) in virtue of (2.12). 
The decomposition of [L, M] for L E lJ'; .• , M E lJI;:,. goes similarly. 
Again (9.4) holds, but the decomposition of [P, M]=- [Q, M] is now 
the complex conjugate of (9.3). Again the parts of types (r+t, s+u)' 
and (r+t, s+u)" are not determined by (9.3), but the others are easily 
found.·· Of the remaining two parts, one follows from (9.5), the other 
by applying P instead of Q. They are obtained with the help of (9.3) and 
its complex conjugate. This proves: 
Lemma (9.3). H L E lJ';,,; ME lJI;:,., then [L, M] has the decom-
position 
(9.7) 
II' [L,M] = (-l)Zm+m+l£.@'M, IT' [L;M]=(-l)lm+m+l£.MTn, 
f'+l+l •+1+2 
s+u-1 •+u-2 
IT' [L,M] = (-l)lm+m+1L·MT'+(-l)lm+l£,p'M, 
~+t-l 
s+u+l 
II~ [L,M] = ( -l)ZM.@"L, IIH [L,M] = ( -l)1M·LT', 
~+t-l r+t-2 
s+u+l s+u+2 
ITH [L,M] = ( -1)1M·LTn+M·T 8 L, 
~+t+l 
s+u~l 
IT' [L,M] = (-l)Zm+m+l.@"LM+(-l)lm+l_@n£.M = 
~+t = ( -I)Im+l_@" L 
s+u def M ' 
IIH [L,M] = ( -l)1.@'ML+.@'M·L =def.@~M. 
~+t 
s+u 
The expressions .@it:L and .@~M are similar to ditw and d~w, but 
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satisfy a less simple product rule, e.g. if N E P", L, M E lJI' one has 
(9.8) 
~ ~';,LM = L~';,M +( -1)"<m- 1l~';,L·M + 
( +( -1)mn+n+l~';,ML+( -1)mn+m+l L·N~11 M. 
This formula is proved either by applying (8.17c) and the commutative-
associative law for vector forms, cf. (2.12); or by applying the appropriate 
IT' to (5.22) with L, M, N replaced by L, N, M. . 
A direct application of (9.3, 6, 7) is the computation of ~~~~;'L for 
Q·L=O. In ~"~"L = IT' [P, IT' [P, L]] the second IT can be 
r,s+2 r.s+1 
omitted, since by (9.3) [P, IT' [P, L]] and [P, [P, L]] differ only in 
r.s+1 
terms of types other than (r,s+2)'. The Jacobi identity (5.23) gives 
[P, [P, L]]=- [T, L]=- [T', L]- [T", L], and the last two terms have 
decompositions given by (9.6) and (9.7) respectively. Thus follows 
Proposition (9.4). When L is T'(X)-valued, then 
(9.9) 
§ 10. The commutation relations. The commutators of the derivations 
of the various kinds and types may be of interest in themselves; they 
certainly provide a convenient tool in proving some of the identities in 
the next section. The relations are stated in the one following proposition; 
the rest of this section is devoted to the proof. 









~ [i~,i~] = i~L-( -1)<!-1)(m-1li~; 
? (i~, i';,) = i';,L -( -1)(!-1)(n-1) i~N; 
[d l d'] - ( 1)ld" '// ( 1)i+1 ., . 
' L - - T"L+~T""""L+ - "'""'" L• ~ ;;pf''' 
) 
[d~,d';,] = d~'N+(-1)1"+1d~nL+(-1)i+n+li~, N+ 
L N !')11L . 
+ ( -1)in+!+ni~" ~ +( -1)" [i~, [i';,, iTT]]+ 
. !')'N 
+( -1)"-1 [i';,L,iTT]• 
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(10.1) is a trivial consequence of (7.6) and (5.6a). The relation (10.2) 
follows from (5.9) by projection. Let 
(r+s = l; t+u = m); 
then 
[i~,d~]w = II [iL>dM]w = II (dML+(~1)mi[L,MJ)w = 
P+r+t-1 P+r+t-1 
q+s+u q+s+u 
The proof of (10.3) runs somewhat differently. We use the Jacobi 
identity (5.21): 
[i~,d~] = [i~, [i~,d"]] = ( -1)1n+n+1 [i~, [d",i~]] + 
+( -1)Z+n+l [d", [i~, i~J] = ( -1)1n+n+1 [i~,i~"L] + 
+ ( -1)n+l+l [d", i~L- ( -1)(l-1)(n-1) i~N] = 
= d~L + ( -1 )l+ni~§}IIL + ( -l)ln+n+1 i~" L• 
N 
(10.4) again requires the Jacobi identity (5.21): 
[ d', d~] = [d', [i~, d']] = ( -1 )1- 1 t[i~, [d', d']] = ( -1)1 [ i~, d~/1], 
and (10.3) reduces this to the expression in (10.4). - Similarly for (10.5): 
[d",d~] = [d",[i~,d']] = (-1)1- 1 [i~,[d',d"JJ+ 
+ ( -1)1- 1 (d', [d", i~J) = ( -1)1- 1 [d', i~"L] + 
+( -1)Z[i~,iTT) = d~"L +( -1)1 [i~, iTT]· 
The proof of (10.6) begins with the Jacobi identity: 
[d~,d~] = [d~, [iM,d']] = ( -1)1m+1 [iM, [d',d~]] + 
+( -1)1m+m+l[d', [iM,d~]] = 
- ( 1)1m+!+1 [ '/ d" ( 1)1 '1/ •I ] 
- - ~M• T"L + - ~T"§J"L- ~§}11 L + 
'I'" 
+ ( -1)lm+m+l [d', d~M + ( -l)Zi{M,L)']. 
Working this out further using the rules already derived (10.1-4) and 
(8.16b), one finds 
d' d" + ( 1)m '" ( 1)1+m '" {L,M)'- T11(L,M) - ~T"<L.§J11M) + - ~TII(§}IIL,M) + 
+( 1)m '1 +(·. I)l+m+1 '' :- . ~Mm.11 L - ~M·T"m."L• 
.;;;uf''' .;;;u 
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which, by (9.8), reduces to the expression in (10.6). - (10.7) is relatively 
simple: 
[d~,d;_,] = ( -1)ln+Z+n [[d',d;_,],i~] +( -1)1n+l[[d;_,,i~),d') 
= ( -1)ln+l+n [d:@,N + ( -1)n [i;_,, iTT]' i~) + 
+ ( -1)n [d;_,L +( -1 )l+ni;_,!'fl"L + ( -1)1n+n+l i~n L> d'] 
N 
_ d" +( 1)l+n+1 •11 +( 1)1n+l+n ., + 
- !'fl'N·L - ~2fl'N·!'fl11L - ~!'fl:@,NI, 
+ (- 1 )n [i~, [i;_,, iTT])+ ( -1)1d:@'NL + 
+ ( -1)n-1 [i;_,L, iTT] + ( -l)ln+1 d~n L + 
N 
and this gives the required answer. 
Remark. The expression 
( -1 )n [i~, [i;_,, iTT]] + ( -1 )n- 1 [i;_,L, iTT] 
shows the necessary symmetry in L and N through the Jacobi identity 
(5.21) for i~, i;_,, iTT· 
§ 11. The identities. The identities (5.15, 22, 23) have their refine-
ments for almost-complex structures. One can obtain these either by 
applying all possible operators IT to these identities, or by recalling that 
(5.22, 23) were obtained from the general Jacobi identity (5.21) while 
(5.15) arose from (5.6c). Sometimes one method is preferable; sometimes 
the other. The result is a set of identities, several of which do at best 
vaguely resemble their much simpler ancestors. 
The offspring of (5.22) is most easily found by the projection method. 
Let L E P;.e, ME P;.a, N E P£-r in (5.22). Every applicable projection 
operator IT leads to an identity, of course; but only those identities 
J).q 
thus obtained will be of significance, which contain non-trivial operations. 
A quick look at .(9.6) indicates that only IT' , IT' may be of real 
r+s+l-1 r+s+l-2 
e+a+-r e+a+-r+1 
significance, while perhaps IT" will provide a quick way to obtain 
r+s+t-1 
e+a+-r 
an algebraic identity which could also be derived from (2.12) in a more 
laborious fashion. A somewhat closer examination indicates that the 
second projection operator gives nothing interesting after all; so we are 
left with only two identities, one of which is really new at this stage. 
If L, M, N are of other types, the same procedure is used. Thus one 
finds the result: 
Proposition (11.1). If L, M, N E P'; then 
( 11.1) 
~ {LN,M}' +( -1)Z(n-ll {L,MN}' -{L,M}' N = 
( = (-1)m(l-1lL{N,M}'+(-1)1- 1M{N,L}'; 
if L, ME lJi'; N E lJi", then 
(11.2) j {LN,M}' +( -1)1<n-l> {L,MN}' -{L,M}' N = = ( -1)ml+m L(( -1)mn+l~~N +( -1)" M~'N) + 
+( -1)'+1M(( -1)"H1~~N +( -1)" L~'N); 
if L, ME lJ'' and N E lJ'' or lJ'", then 
(11.3) T"(LN,M)+( -1)u"-1>T"(L,MN) = T"(L,M)N; 
if L, N E lJ''; ME lJ'", then 
(11.4) ~~MN = M{L,N}'+(-1)1<n-l>~~M·N+(-1)1"+1+ 1 ~~NM 
(11.5) 
~ ~~LN = L~~N +( -1)m<n-t>~~L-N + 
? +( -1)"m+m+l~~NL+( -1)nm+n+l L-M~"N, 
Remark: (11.5) is the same as (9.8). 
The consequences of (5.15) are obtained in the same way: 
Proposition (11.2). If L, ME lJ''; wE ~11 , then 
(11.6) {wAL,M}' = wA{L,M}' +( -1)11+1d'wAML-( -1)<Z+a>md~wAL. 
Remark. Just as (5.15) enables one to define [L, M] as an extension 
by linearity of the defining equation of [ w A u, :n: A v] : 
(11. 7) ) [roA'U, :n; AV] = ( = WA:rt: A (u, V] + [WA'U, :n;]AV +( -l)P11+1 [:rt:AV,W] A'U, 
so {w A u, :n: A v }' may be defined by 
(11.8) ~ {wA'U,:n:Av}' = ~ = WA:rt:A {u, V}' +(d~Au:rt:)AV + ( -1)Pil+l (d~,.,ro)A'U1 
where {u, v}'=P[u, v]; provided u, v E lJ''. Clearly, in each case one has 
to show that the products (really tensor products) in the left-hand side 
may be taken over the functions; i.e., one has to show that for instance 
(11.7) gives the same result for [w A fu, :n: A v] as for [fw Au, :n: A v], if 
f denotes any 0 00 function. One could write ® instead of A in :n: A v, and 
in several other places, since no alternations take place when v is a vector 
zero form. 
" In order to compute the consequences of (5.23) it seems more practical 
to use the commutator relations of § 10. Looking at the ways in which 
(5.22, 23) could be obtained from (5.21) it becomes clear that one will 
obtain further new identities only by substituting into (5.21) either 
d~, d~, d~; or d~, d~, d~. In either of these cases one can take the parts 
of types d~, d~, i~, i~, of these identities. A quick glance at (10.1-7) shows 
that only the d~ part of the first identity will give something not trivial 
28 Series A 
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in case T = 0. For T =1= 0, the d~ part gives something rather interesting, 
while the parts of types i~, i~ give exceedingly complicated expressions 
-too bulky to be practical. Similarly, in the second case only the parts 
of types d~, d~ are of interest. Since here even these two expressions 
become quite involved, we have deduced them only if T = 0. The special 
case d~=d", however, has been carried through also for T=;i:O. 
Proposition (11.3). If L, M, N E lJ'', then 
( ( -1)1n {L, {M, N}'}' +( -1)mz {M, {N,L}'}' +( -1)nm{N, {L, M}'}' ~ 
) = I ( -l)lm [ -p)~"(M,N)L+( -1)n L·T"(M,p)"N)+ 
( 11 9) eye! 
. J +( -1):+m L~T"(p)"M,~) +( -1~mn+m+I L(p)~" MN -p)~"M ·N) + 
\ +( -1) L(p)TIINM -p)T"N ·M)], 
(11.10) I ( -1)ln(p)~T"(M,N) +T"(L, {M,N}')) = 0. 
eye! 
Proposition (11.4). If L, ME lJ''; N E lJ'" and if T=O, then 
p)~{L,M}' = {p)~L,M}'+(-1)ln{L,p)~M}'+ 
(11.11) 
+( -1)lm+mn(p)~, NL+( -1)ln+l p)~, NM) + 
M L 
+( -1)Zm+m+n L(!')~'NM +( -l)mn+l p)Pfi11MN) + 
+( -1)l+n+I M(p)~,NL+( -1)Zn+Ip)~"LN); 
(11.12) 
Proposition (11.5). If L, ME lJ'', then 
'p)"{L,M}' = {p)" L,M}' +( -l)l{L,p)" M}' + 
(11.13)) + ( -1)Z+mp' ·T"(L, M) +( -1)1m+mL(M ·TT-
-TT·M)+ 
+( -1)1+1M(L·TT-TT·L). 
Remark. Several of the identities not produced here because of their 
length, simplify greatly if either T' = 0 or T" = 0. In an almost-complex 
space this is equivalent to T = 0; but in an almost-product space it simply 
means that one has a foliation. For applications to foliated spaces the 
reader might therefore find some interesting material in these neglected 
cases. Using the commutator relations and the Jacobi identity (5.21) he 
will have no difficulty deducing them. 
Universite de Fribourg, Fribourg, Switzerland. 
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